Wireloom

Need help terminating wire loom? Check out our guide below! Corrugated Wire Loom Tubing
allows you to organize cords in your home or office and protect them from abrasion, corrosion,
or hungry pets. Wire looms are available in split and non-split solid installation varieties, and
can be easily cut to size. Solid wall is more fully enclosed and resistant, but split loom allows
for easier cable installation and removal. We offer heat resistant and plenum rated options for
high temperature applications and areas that must fire-resistant or flame retardant
requirements. Also be sure to check out our accessories , including T-connectors and clips,
plus tools to make installation easier. Order wire looms by the foot or in bulk spools, so you get
exactly the amount you need for your application. Here, at CableOrganizer. While we have heard
all kinds of crazy ideas ranging from electrical tape to using staples , we've come up with a
couple of suggestions that seem more reasonable for most uses. First and foremost, it is
important to be a bit picky during the selection process of your selection process of your wire
loom. While material is important, depending on what the application will be exposed to, the
size is just as important if not more. Try to select a size that will have a snug fit over your
cables; you want to avoid a lot of empty room within the loom. Once your size is correctly
selected or even if you have a pre-installed run ; your first step is to take a look at the length of
your run. Does your loom look like it is sliding over your cable run? If that is the case, our first
suggestion is cable ties. Possibly the most popular way to terminate wire loom; cable ties,
especially releasable cable ties are widely used and allow you to adjust your terminations.
Apply cable ties at both ends of your cable run and throughout as well; just enough to prevent
your wire loom from sliding. Another popular method of termination is using heat shrink.
Although the installation of installation of heat shrink can be a bit more complicated, as far as
the work involved with getting this done; this solution will probably provide you with the most
prolific termination. Using 6" pieces of heat shrink should be more than sufficient to secure the
ends of your wire loom run. Bring your heat gun close and make sure the heat shrink shrinks
evenly onto the wire loom and you wires or connectors. Be particularly careful if you are not
using heat resistant wire loom, as your heat source can damage the wire loom. Even if you use
a simple electrical tape, we encourage you to get creative with your wire loom terminations and
do share your experiences with us; we'd love to hear them. Send us pictures or videos, so that
we can learn and share the knowledge with the rest of our customers. As always, be safe and
happy organizing. Shop Learn. Need help? Call It looks like JavaScript has been either disabled
or blocked in your current browser. Disabled JavaScript greatly reduces the functionality of our
site, so in order for you to enjoy the best browsing experience possible, we recommend that
you re-enable JavaScript, or disable any possible JavaScript-blocking add-ons that you may
have previously installed. In the meantime, if you have any questions or would just prefer to
place your order by phone, please call us toll-free at - we'll be happy to help. Colored Wire Loom
From. Plenum Convoluted Raceway From. Riser Convoluted Raceway From. Wire Loom Clips
and Outlets From. Wire Loom Installation Tool From. Loading MiniCart. Estimate Shipping.
Continue Shopping. Proceed to Checkout. Guest 0 item s. The only wire loom "T" connectors
that can be cut to fit different size wire loom keeping the installation looking professional. Wire
loom is an effective and inexpensive way to provide order and protection to cables around any
home and office. Whether it is under a workstation or integrated in a home theater set-up, this
highly flexible conduit can attribute to a sleek, finished appearance by concealing unsightly
wires. Flame retardant polypropylene flex tubing is the ideal solution for applications that
require extreme heat resistance along with protection against impact and abrasion.
Bentley-Harris ConvoShield AL has a high heat threshold and chrome color for a sophisticated
and smooth look, which provides a pleasing an refined apperarance. Flex tubing is an effective
and inexpensive way to provide order and protection to cables around any home and office.
Whether it is under a workstation or integrated in a home theater set-up, this highly flexible
wiring loom can attribute to a sleek, finished appearance by concealing unsightly wires. When
you application requires protection against high temperatures and vibration for continuous
periods of time, Flexible Nylon Convoluted Wire Loom is the product that will get the job done.
Low cost option and conveniently shipped with a pull box to quickly install protective wire loom
conduit. A highly durable heat shield against cuts, abrasion, and blazing temperature. Available
in black, blue, red, and silver. Get your wires under control no matter where they are. Wire loom
can enhane the overall look of the area, all at an affordable and competitive price. Resistance to
auto fluids and chemicals. Wire loom is a cable organizer and a wire protector that provides an
efficient solution to store long wires. It is flexible and offer great protection from scratches,
puncture, vibration and friction. Wire loom corrugated tubing is perfect for wrapping up and
organizing your cables in an orderly manner. Instead of having numerous tangled wires and
cables, you now have one single neat and organized cable bundle which this helps to keep an
organized and secure operational environment. Cable Ties and More is one of the premier

providers of wire looms and Cable Tubing products on the internet, and their years of
experience have brought them to prioritize the needs of their customers both online and offline.
Perhaps it isn't wise to shop for the wire looms just anywhere! Cable Ties and More is aware of
the fact that shopping online can be tricky because you don't know who you can trust, however,
it's part of their mission to give you the services that you deserve. Some satisfied customers
state that after they purchased wire looms, they're so satisfied with the quality of the materials
and services this site has brought. If you are looking for a high quality yet affordable wire looms
and convoluted tubing online, you are at the right place! Take this opportunity to bring these
cable organizers into your home or office and see the difference and improvement it can bring
to you and your family. Our website uses cookies to improve your experience and record usage
statistics. By using our site you consent to cookies as described in our Privacy Policy. View
Products. Most Popular. View More. Additional Information. Home theatre Automotive wiring
Anywhere wires and cables are a danger or a chaotic mess Get your wires under control no
matter where they are. By using our site you consent to cookies as described in our Privacy
Policy OK. Need help to find the right choice for you? Check out our guide below! Corrugated
wire loom tubing is a versatile cable management solution that allows you to organize cords in
your home or office and protect them from abrasion, corrosion, or hungry pets. It is available in
split and non-split solid installation varieties, and can be easily cut to size. We offer heat
resistant and flame retardant varieties, as well as plenum and riser rated options , not to
mention accessories , connectors and tools to make installation easier. Conduit is typically
similar in construction to wire loom. Both are usually composed of corrugated tubing that act as
protection for cables and wires. Conduit, however, is usually used for much larger applications,
where optical, electrical, communication or low voltage cables need to be routed over longer
runs, possibly outdoors or even underground. These fully enclosed channels help guard wire
and cable bundles against moisture, fluids, corrosives and vibration. There are flexible metallic
examples made of galvanized steel or aluminum, non-metallic varieties of flexible corrugated
conduit made of polyvinyl chloride PVC , and non-flexible EMT electrical metallic tubing conduit
that is often cheaper and lighter than flexible alternatives. If your cables will need to bend along
their route, flexible options might be your best best, but if it only needs to run in a straight
direction for most of its run, non-flexible EMT may be the way to go. In addition to the conduit
itself, we feature a wide selection of accessories and fittings including mounting brackets,
connectors, clamps, junction boxes, couplings, screw connectors and EMT-to-flexible
combination couplings. Repair and maintenance equipment is also available from leading
brands like American Polywater, including duct sealant, adhesive, repair kits and antifreeze gel
for extreme cold weather conditions. Wire loom tubing is a solution for cable management that
both organizes and protects cords and cables. There are different kinds that exist to help for
different things, such as heat resistant and flame retardant varieties. The purpose of wire loom
tubing is to create an extra layer of protection for your cables. The level of protection needed
depends on your particular situation. Conduit is another option available for wire protection. It
is very similar to wire loom but is used for large applications where as wire loom is usually used
for smaller jobs like organizing computer cables or home theater system. If you are looking to
run wires outdoors, for long lengths, and in conditions that might get unfavorable â€” conduit
should be your choice. CableOrganizer is a one-stop-shop for all your project needs, so rest
assured that we also have all of the clips, connectors, and installation tools you need to make
your job easy. As with any project it is always a good idea to make sure you are completely set
up with all the equipment you need from A-Z to have an easy and less frustrating time putting
things together. That ultimately just delays you or may end up in cutting corners â€” and no one
wants to do that whether it comes to home projects or something you are doing for work. Wire
loom can be used for computers, home theaters, in your car, and more. Conduit comes in many
varieties but is mostly used for running wires through exposed locations. If you are installing
conduit outdoors, remember that it must be rated for outdoor use. Shop Learn. Need help? Call
It looks like JavaScript has been either disabled or blocked in your current browser. Disabled
JavaScript greatly reduces the functionality of our site, so in order for you to enjoy the best
browsing experience possible, we recommend that you re-enable JavaScript, or disable any
possible JavaScript-blocking add-ons that you may have previously installed. In the meantime,
if you have any questions or would just prefer to place your order by phone, please call us
toll-free at - we'll be happy to help. Seen anywhere cables are being organized Corrugated Wire
Loom. Loading MiniCart. Estimate Shipping. Continue Shopping. Proceed to Checkout. It's like
having another hand, the Alternate Yellow Wire Loom tool will hold your cables together while
you run them through the wire loom making this process quick and easy. Guest 0 item s. Go To
Pricing. Write a Review. Features Customer Reviews Protects your cables while sliding them
into your wire loom It bundles your cables into one bunch so that your efforts are more efficient

when placing them in their new protective cover. Installs cable in a breeze Essentially tames
your loom so you can tame your cable. They work like they should. Break after time some time
of using. Did you find this helpful?
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This is the cheapest tool you can buy to install wire into split conduit bar making your own.
They work, but I can't really recommend them because they break the plastic at the line where
the two halfs fold together is paper thin. When it breaks when, not if: it will break it doesn't
prevent the tool from working, but you have to keep the two halfs together with pinching force,
and you have to keep track of both halfs, which is annoying. Rating is based on the product, not
Electriduct service service and pricing is top-notch. Looked for a simple solution and found a
cost effective one with this loom tool. Electriduct made it even better with prompt and honest
service. This tool has been such a great help with covering our harnesses and wiring. The more
the guys use them the more I get request from other individuals who would like to have them.
Tool works well, as described on the website. Will order again as needed. Tool works as
promised. Would certainly purchase again. Related Items.

